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Item, codes and prices

Bays c/w 4 shelves

H x W x D (mm) Code Shelf Load 
(kg)

Bay Price Shelf Code Additional 
Shelf Price

1830 x 1830 x 305 MRB/18/18/03/4 300 £117.40 MRS/18/03 £23.20

1830 x 1830 x 457 MRB/18/18/04/4 300 £134.80 MRS/18/04 £27.55

1830 x 1830 x 610 MRB/18/18/06/4 300 £153.40 MRS/18/06 £32.20

1830 x 1830 x 762 MRB/18/18/07/4 280 £171.80 MRS/18/07 £36.80

1830 x 1830 x 915 MRB/18/18/09/4 250 £197.20 MRS/18/09 £43.15

1830 x 1830 x 1220 MRB/18/18/12/4 230 £239.00 MRS/18/12 £53.60

For taller bays add the prices below

bays 2135mm MRB/21/--/--/4 £3.80

bays 2440mm MRB/24/--/--/4 £7.80

bays 3050mm MRB/30/--/--/4 £16.40

bays 3660mm MRB/36/--/--/4 £23.40

bay prices from

£117.40

These bays offer a versatile 
and cost effective solution 

to storage problems

Distribution Crates
on page 62

Have You Seen...

5

on pagge 62

300

3  New ‘L’ shape 

beam profile

3  Shelf loads up to

 300kgs UDL

3 Great value for money

3  Wide uninterrupted 

storage

3 All bays 1830mm wide

3 Available in six depths

Our best value Rivet racking that 

uses a lighter “L” shape beam in a 

1830mm wide beam. These bays 

offer a versatile and cost effective 

solution where bays are required 

with wide openings making it ideal 

for bulky items. 

The bays are available in depths 

from 305mm to 1220mm deep and 

any of the standard upright heights 

from the Heavy duty range. 

The uprights are blue and beams 

light grey and each level comes with 

a central deck support and 18mm 

chipboard decking.

Medium Duty 
Rivet Racking
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Bay C with 16 No. Euro containers 
(600d x 400w x 280h)

Eu
80h

ro containers 
h)

Standard bays with 
plastic containers
Here is a quick and easy way to get organised 

with our most competitive bay of Rivet racking 

which come complete with storage containers.

Choose from either euro containers, 

distribution crates or large semi open fronted 

picking bins. The bays shown are all 610mm 

deep but other sizes can be confi gured.

All bays  are 1830mm high 
with 5 shelf levels 1830mm 

wide x 610mm deep

Bay A with 16 No. Distribution containers (610d x 415w x 320h)

Bay B with 16 No. Semi-Open fronted bins 
(570w x 437w x 247h)

Item, codes and prices

Item Size H x W x D (mm) Shelf Load 
(kg)

Bay Price

Bay A 1830 x 1830 x 610 MRB/A £540.00

Bay B 1830 x 1830 x 610 MRB/B £616.00

Bay C 1830 x 1830 x 610 MRB/C £480.00


